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ABSTRACT: 

The base hypothesis for the assessment of fire resistance of timber structures by 

simple calculation models is that for temperatures above 300 ºC, timber is no 

longer able to sustain any load. Consequently, the determination of the location of 

the 300 ºC isotherm, the charring depth, is decisive for the result of fire resistance 

calculation methods. Charring rate of timber is dependent of numerous factors, 

such as wood species (density, permeability or composition), moisture or direction 

of burning (along or across the grain). 

Eurocode 5, Part 1-2, presents several methods for the calculation of fire 

resistance of timber structures that are divided into simplified and advanced. In 

this paper simplified and advanced methods are compared regarding the 

calculation of the charring depth and residual cross section strength. Finite 

element simulations have been performed, employing the proposed timber 

properties of Eurocode 5 using finite element code SAFIR. The influence of 

parameters such as timber density and moisture has been investigated. The results 

obtained with finite element calculations were then compared with Eurocode 5 

simplified models. Some inconsistencies between methods have been observed. 

This paper presents some proposals to overcome some of the inconsistencies as 

well as to extend the applicability of the models. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Fire resistance of wooden members or structures is strongly dependent of the rate 

at which wood burns. Therefore, codes of practice such as Eurocode 5 Part 1-2 

[1], named in this paper as EC5, specify models for the calculation of the amount 

of charred timber after a certain period of time. 

Charred timber is bounded by the transition between the pyrolysis layer, the zone 

where thermal degradation of timber and char formation are actually occurring, 

and the char layer, a zone of cracked charcoal that has no relevant strength or 

stiffness properties. This transition is usually considered to be located at the 

300 ºC isotherm, named the char-line. Charring depth is the distance between the 

outer surface of the original member and the position of the char-line. The speed 

at which charring depth advances in the material is called the charring rate and is 

an essential parameter for fire resistance of wooden structures because it allows 
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the determination of the size of the residual section of timber. Charring rate of 

timber is dependent of numerous factors, such as wood species, density, moisture, 

permeability, composition, or direction of burning (along or across the grain). 

However, only some of these factors can be actually considered in practical 

applications. 

EC5 allows the use of simplified and advanced methods for the calculation of the 

amount of charred timber. Simplified methods use the charring rate model that is 

based on the fact that, despite of the evolution of charring depth with time is non-

linear, in practice, due to its limited non-linearity, it can be considered as linear. 

This means that the charring rate can be considered independent of time. Cross 

section strength is then calculated assuming that the properties of the remaining 

timber remained similar to room temperature properties. 

Advanced methods, use more sophisticated analysis and design procedures that 

supposedly lead to more accurate predictions of the fire behavior of structures. 

The method proposed in EC5 for the determination of distribution of temperature 

within structural sections is a conductive model based on thermal properties of 

timber . Following the thermal calculation, a structural calculation is then 

performed taking into account the progressive degradation of mechanical 

properties of timber from 20 to 300°C for the calculation of the cross section 

strength. 

The present work investigates the influence of moisture content and density on the 

charring rate calculated using the charring rate and the conductive models of EC5. 

In addition, a comparison of the residual cross section strength calculated using 

simplified rules and advanced methods is also carried out. Some proposals for 

improving the consistency between the different models of EC5 are also 

presented. The study was carried out based on numerical finite element 

simulations using the finite element code SAFIR [2], which is a special purpose 

finite element code, developed at University of Liege for studying structures 

subjected to fire.  
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2. EUROCODE 5 MODELS FOR CHARRING RATE AND THERMAL 

ANALYSIS 

 

For the calculation of thermal fields within structural elements, EC5 allows the 

use of a conductive model based on the resolution of two- or three-dimensional, 

transient, heat transfer differential equations, incorporating thermal properties that 

vary with temperature. However, effects such as mass transfer within the elements 

or structure, reaction energy released inside the timber due to pyrolysis or 

degradation of material, cracking of charcoal, which increases the heat transfer in 

the char layer, are not explicitly accounted for. EC5 presents conductivity values 

for the char layer that are apparent in order to take into account increased heat 

transfer due to shrinkage cracks above about 500 °C that increase heat transfer 

due to convection and radiation. In addition, specific heat capacity values include 

the energy necessary to evaporate the water, which explains the presence of the 

peak between 99 and 120 °C.  

Charring rate models use the charring rate concept to calculate the residual section 

of a wooden cross-section after a certain exposure to fire. EC5 allows the use of 

two different charring rates: the one-dimensional design charring rate under 

standard fire exposure, β0, and the notional charring rate, βn. When using the one-

dimensional charring rate, calculation of cross-sectional properties should be 

based on the actual charring depth including corner roundings. The use of the 

notional charring rate allows consideration of rectangular residual cross sections. 

For charring rate comparisons, the one-dimensional charring, β0, rate will be 

considered in the current work and compared with the conductive model because 

this eliminates unnecessary complications linked to geometrical considerations 

and allows concentrating purely on the thermal models.  

The charring rate values given in EC5 for softwoods and hardwoods are presented 

in Table 1. Charring rate values presented in EC5 are independent of density for 

softwoods with densities above 290 kg/m3 and for hardwoods with densities 

above 450 kg/m3. For hardwoods the charring rate varies linearly for densities 

between 290 and 450 kg/m3. 
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Table 1. Charring rate of timber for simple models of EC5. 

Timber type  β0  βn 

Glued laminated timber with a 

characteristic density of   290 kg/m3
 

0.65  0.7 

Softwood and 
beech  Solid timber with a characteristic 

density of   290 kg/m3
 

0.65  0.8 

Solid or glued laminated hardwood 
with a characteristic density of 290 
kg/m3

 

0.65  0.7 

Hardwood 

Solid or glued laminated hardwood 

with a characteristic density   450 

kg/m3  

0.50  0.55 

 

 

3. CHARRING RATE CALCULATION 

 

3.1. Influence of density 

 

The charring rate changes with timber density as it has been demonstrated by 

several authors [3-6]. However, this dependence is only marginally considered in 

the charring rate models of EC5 as shown in Table 1.  

The values of Table 1 have been compared with values obtained by the 

conductive model. This model does not make any difference between hardwood 

and softwood, but density is taken into account. 

For calculations of charring depth using the conductive model, the coefficient of 

heat transfer by convection was considered as 9 W/m2K on unexposed surfaces 

and 25 W/m2K on surfaces heated with the standard time-temperature curve, 

according to Eurocode 1, Part 1-2 [8]. The surface emissivity of timber was taken 

as 0.8. Thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and density ratio were used 

with values defined in EC5. Moisture content of timber, w, was considered equal 

to 0.12. Densities of 200, 290, 450, 600, 800 and 1000 kg/m3 were investigated.  
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The curves showing the evolution of the charring depth with time present a slight 

convexity. The charring rate is the first derivative of the curves. Because of the 

nearly linear character of the curves, average charring rates were calculated for 30 

and 60 minutes (taken as the secant value from the origin). From here, the secant 

charring rate used for comparison purposes is the secant charring rate at 60 

minutes. Using this procedure, the values of charring rate were calculated and 

presented in Table 2. It is apparent that significant differences exist for different 

densities. 

 

 

Table 2. Charring rates calculated with the EC5 conductive model (mm/min). 
Density [kg/m3]  

200 290 450 600 800 1000 
Charring rates at 60 min 1.032 0.876 0.682 0.600 0.512 0.461 
 

Comparison of calculated charring rate values with EC5 charring rate model for 

softwoods shows good agreement for densities around 450 kg/m3. For smaller 

densities the EC5 conductive model shows bigger charring rates. For hardwoods 

the results of charring rate model and conductive model are in agreement for 

densities around 800 kg/m3. 

The potential regression curve that fits to the results of the conductive model 

presented in Table 2 reads: 

 49.0
1228.14 −= ρβρ  (1) 

with a coefficient r2 = 0.998. Numerical calculations are in agreement with the 

theory of heat transfer in materials with constant thermal properties that tells that 

the thermal propagation speed is proportional to the square root of thermal 

diffusivity: 

 ρ
λβ
c

∝
  (2) 

The results obtained numerically were further compared with experimental 

measurements performed previously at the University of Liege for tropical 

hardwoods and some softwoods [9]. Comparison of the conductive model with 

experimental data is presented in Fig. 1. This Figure shows ??? experimental 

results. EC5 charring rate value for hardwoods is also plotted. It can be observed 

that the conductive model forms an upper envelope of the experimental values. 
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Fig. 1 – Relation between charring rate and timber density. 

 

3.2. Influence of moisture 

 

The water content of timber has an influence on the thermal behavior of timber. 

Heat conductivity of solid timber depends on moisture content  [10-13] but the 

effects of changes in conductivity of timber below 300 ºC on the charring rate are 

not significant. Temperature in timber will remain approximately constant at 

about 100 ºC until all the water has been evaporated and this is the main 

phenomenon whereby moisture influences the charring rate. Density of timber is 

also affected by the moisture content. The charring rate of timber is dependent on 

moisture content as was demonstrated, for example by [3-4, 14-15]. 

EC5 specific heat and density ratio curves were defined for service class 1, which 

means water content around 0.12. However, density ratio is defined in EC5 as a 

function of the water content, indicating that this curve could be used also for 

water contents different from 0.12. Using this last assumption, the charring rate 

was calculated with the conductive model for timber with different moisture 

contents. The base densities considered were 290, 450 and 600 kg/m3 with 12 % 

moisture. Thus, dry density of timber is 260, 400 and 535 kg/m3, respectively. 

Water contents were equal to 0.0, 0.12 and 0.24 (see Table 3). In addition, in 

order to compare two situations with the same overall density but with two 

different moisture contents, dry timber with dry density of 450 kg/m3 was also 
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considered (see Table 3). The calculated average charring rates after 60 minutes 

are presented in Table 3. There is no significant influence of the moisture content, 

which indicates that variations of the charring rate with moisture that have been 

reported in the literature cannot be reproduced with the conductive model 

proposed in EC5. 

 

Table 3. Density, moisture content and charring rate in  
numerical tests with modified conductive model. 

Dry density, ρ0 Water content Density, ρw Charring rate 
Case 

[kg/m3] - [kg/m3] [mm/min] 

260-0 260 0.00 260 0.881 

290-12 260 0.12 290 0.876 

320-24 260 0.24 320 0.841 

400-0 400 0.00 400 0.702 

450-12 400 0.12 450 0.682 

500-24 400 0.24 500 0.671 

535-0 535 0.00 535 0.609 

600-12 535 0.12 600 0.600 

665-24 535 0.24 665 0.590 

450-0 450 0.00 450 0.662 
 

3.3. Possible model improvements 

 

3.3.1. Influence of moisture content in the conductive model 

 

The effect of moisture when using the conductive model can be taken into account 

using a modified heat capacity curve that depends of moisture. In the modified 

conductive model, the proposed values for specific heat capacity are based on the 

assumption that the heat capacity of timber with a water content w, cw, is given by 

equation (3) [16], in which the effect due to wood–water bond was neglected, the 

liquid water specific heat capacity is 4190 J/kgK and c0 represents the heat 

capacity of dry timber. It was further considered that specific heat values proposed 

by EC5 include 12 % water. Equation (3) was then used to calculate the heat 

capacity of dry timber. 
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 w
wccw +

+
=

1
41900

 [J/kgK] (3) 

The new expression for the temperature dependent specific heat (see column 3 in 

Table 3), was based on the following considerations: (i) from 20 to 99°C, equation 

(3) is used as such, with the appropriate value for the dry timber c0; (ii) from 

120°C and beyond, it is assumed that the heat capacity given by EC5 is of dry 

timber; and (iii) from 99 to 120°C, the term that multiplies w was adapted in order 

to make the contribution linked to evaporation proportional to the water content. 

The factor that multiplies the water content in column 3 of Table 3, for 

temperatures between 99 and 120°C, can also be approximately obtained by 

summing, on one hand, the specific heat capacity of liquid water with, on the 

other hand, the energy consumed in water evaporation (2250 kJ/kg) divided by the 

temperature interval (21 °C). The modified specific heat curve multiplied by the 

density ratio for 0, 12 and 24 % moisture is presented on Fig. 2. 

 

Table 3. Modified thermal parameters to account for the effect of water content 

Temperature Density 
ratio, G 

Specific heat capacity 
of timber with water, 

cw 
ºC - [J/kgK] 

(1) (2) (3) 

20 1+w ( ) Gw /41901210 +  
99 1+w ( ) Gw /41901480 +  
99 1+w ( ) Gw /1146001480 +  
120 1.00 ( ) Gw /955002120+  
120 1.00 2120 / G 
200 1.00 2000 / G 

>200 According to EC5 
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Fig. 2 – Modified specific heat capacity multiplied by G for different water 

contents. 

The influence of the water content on the charring rate of timber was recalculated 

for the same densities and moisture previously analyzed, now using the 

conductive model with the modified properties. The relation between charring rate 

and moisture for all cases is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 – Relation between charring rate and water content. 

 

The differences between the different charring rates are now much bigger: 11 to 

14 % reduction of the charring rate is observed when the moisture changes from 

12 to 24 %, and 22 to 26 % increase if the moisture changes from 12 to 0 %. It can 

also be observed that the change of the water content (from case 400-0 to 450-12) 
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produces a bigger variation of the charring rate than the corresponding change in 

density (from case 400-0 to 450-0).  

A moisture normalized charring rate, βz,w, is defined here as the ratio between the 

charring rate at a specific water content and the charring rate at w=0.12, for the 

same dry timber density. The relation between the moisture normalized charring 

rate and the water content was obtained by regression analysis as being 

 

5.1

, 1
12.1

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
+

=
wwzβ

  (4) 

With the moisture normalized charring rate, it is possible to obtain the charring 

rate at any water content, in the range 0 to 0.24, from the charring rate of timber 

with w=0.12, independently of timber density.  

 

 

3.3.2. Charring rate model 

 

The charring rate values proposed by EC5 are independent of density for 

softwoods and show only a small dependence of density for hardwoods with low 

densities. Additionally, the charring rate values don’t show any dependence of 

moisture. Therefore, there is some inconsistency between the results of the 

charring rate model and that of the conductive model. To reduce the differences 

between the charring rate and the conductive models of EC5, a modified charring 

rate model is proposed. The proposal consists in modify the basic charring rate 

calculated for timber with 0.12 moisture and density of 450 kg/m3, β450,12, by 

multiplying it by two factors: one that depends of timber density and another that 

depends of moisture. The density term is derived from the results obtained from 

the numerical analysis. In fact, that this correction term already exists in EC5 for 

panels and a similar expression also existed in the pre-standard version of EC5 for 

softwood densities below 290 kg/m3. 

For moisture, the results of the modified conductive model, see Equation (4), were 

used to calculate the modification factor. 

The charring rate, βρ,w, for timber with moisture content, w, and density at 12% 

moisture, ρ, can thus be obtained from β450,12 as: 

 
0.5 1.5

, 450,12
450 1.12

1w wρβ β
ρ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
  (5) 
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3.3.3. Comparison of conductive and charring rate models 

 

The results obtained with the possible improvement of both models are presented 

in Fig. 4. The evolution of the charring rate with timber density is plotted for 

water contents of 0, 12 and 24 %, for both the charring rate (CR) and conductive 

(CO) models. With suggested improvements more coherent charring rate values 

are obtained. Additionally, increased consistency between conductive and 

charring rate models is obtained. 
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Fig. 4 – Comparison of proposed modified models. 

 

4. CALCULATION OF RESIDUAL CROSS SECTION STRENGTH 

 

For the calculation of the residual strength of timber cross-sections, two different 

simplified rules are presented in EC5: (i) the reduced properties method (RPM) 

that accounts for the reduction of the mechanical properties within the residual 

cross section; and (ii) the reduced cross section method (RCSM) that reduces the 

residual section further, by eliminating also the pyrolysis layer, but maintains the 

mechanical properties of wood intact. In each case, calculation of the residual 

cross section is based on charring rate concept. In addition, an advanced 

calculation method (ACM) is presented where temperature dependent strength 

and stiffness were used to calculate the residual strength of a cross section 
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submitted to a certain thermal field. In this work the residual strength of a timber 

section calculated using the RCSM is compared with that obtained using the 

ACM.  

 

4.1. Comparison of RCSM and ACM 

 

In Fig. 5, the principles of the RCSM are illustrated for the case of one-

dimensional behavior. The two curves shown indicate the temperature profile 

after a certain period of time and the corresponding relative strength using EC5 

reduced properties. The total strength of a cross section submitted to a 

compression force is proportional to the area below the relative strength curve. 

The RCSM is based on the calculation of a distance deff which leads to an 

equivalent uniform stress (shaded area) within the cross-section where the 

strength of timber remains unchanged (relative strength equal to 1.0). The 

distance deff can be calculated as the sum of two terms: (i) dchar, that is the charring 

depth; and (ii) d0, that is the equivalent charred timber. Since the differences 

between dchar when different methods of calculation are used have been described 

previously in this paper, the term d0 will be subsequently analyzed. 
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Fig. 5 – Typical temperature profile and relative strength with definition of main 

parameters used in RCSM. 

 

The equivalent charred timber is calculated in EC5 by the equation 
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 ( )1;20/min,7 000 tkkd == . (6) 

It can be observed from equation (6) that the equivalent charred timber as 

presented in RCSM is independent of the type of stress while in the ACM the 

strength reduction with increasing temperature is different for compression, 

tension or shear. The behavior of equivalent charred timber with time was 

investigated for three timber densities (moisture content equal to 0.12) 290, 380 

and 450 kg/m3. The results are plotted in Fig. 6 and 7 for the cases of compression 

and tension, respectively, and compared with equation (6). Two main findings can 

be observed: first, there are some differences between the compressive and tensile 

behavior observed when the ACM is used; and, second, the differences between 

RCSM and ACM are also important, especially in the case of compression. 

 
Fig. 6 – Relation between fire exposure and equivalent charred timber in 

compression. 
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Fig. 7 – Relation between fire exposure and equivalent charred timber in tension. 

 

The results obtained indicate that the RCSM method gives an reasonably good 

approximation for tensile stresses and for the case of timber with 450 kg/m3. In 

the case of compressive stresses the differences were much bigger 

. 

4.2. Possible improvement 

 

To improve the coherence of both methods different expressions for the 

calculation of equivalent charred timber are proposed for compression and 

tension. The proposal includes modification of the threshold value of 7 mm and 

the correction parameter k0. For the correction parameter a square root curve was 

proposed for the first 30 minutes instead of the linear approximation for the first 

20 minutes indicated in EC5. The proposed threshold value for tension is 10 mm: 

 ( )0 0 010 , min / 30;1d k k t= = . (7) 

For compression the threshold value that is proposed is 18 mm. 

 ( )0 0 018 , min / 30;1d k k t= = . (8) 

The proposed equations were plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 as solid lines. It can be 

observed that beyond 30 minutes, the proposed equations slightly underestimate 

the equivalent charred timber obtained using the ACM. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Advanced and simplified methods are presented in EC5 to calculate fire resistance 

of structures. Both models have some limitations, but most important, they have 

some inconsistencies. This paper presents proposals to overcome some of the 

inconsistencies as well as to extend their applicability. 

A modified specific heat capacity curve has been proposed for the conductive 

model allowing to consider different moisture contents. 

An expression to calculate the charring rate as a function of density and moisture 

content has been suggested for the charring rate model that is compatible with the 

conductive model. 

Modified expressions for use with the reduced cross section method were 

proposed to improve the consistency with the advanced calculation method. 
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